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Quality Tracking #: 2017-045 Date Quality Division Notified: 6/27/2017  

     

Non-Conformance Level: Class I Date Submitted to Management for 
Review: 

9/27/2017  

     

Date Submitted to Quality 
for Review: 

9/29/2017 Dated Closed: 9/29/2017  

  

 

     

Date of Discovery: 6/22/2017 Division: Crime Scene/Digital and Multimedia Division  

     

Date of Incident:   3/10/2017 Section: Forensic Multimedia Unit  

     

 

Forensic Case Number(s), if applicable: Agency Case Number(s), if applicable: 

2016-10505, 2017-01254, 2016-24575 063144916, 161534016, 163764416 

 

Description of Discrepancy/Non-conformance. Do not include analysts’ names unless otherwise instructed by the 
Section Manager or Division Director(s): 

Three chains of custody (COCs) included incorrect evidence transfers.  See below for specific transfer errors for each 
case.  2016-10505  A. As of 3/10/17, the LIMS COC showed Items 28-32 and 49-50 to be in the custody of the Audio 
Video Section Evidence Lockers.  However, the items were not found in that location after an internal chain of 
custody check conducted by the FMU supervisor. B. After the Supervisor updated the COC to reflect that the items 
had been released back to the investigator, it was discovered that the entries made were not an accurate reflection 
of when and where the evidence was transferred and the comments were insufficient to explain why those entries 
were made.    2017-01254 A. On an unknown date/time between 1/23/17 and the time the analyst resigned, the 
assigned analyst returned evidence Item #1 from his personal custody to the evidence lockers but failed to document 
the COC transaction in LIMS.  As of 3/10/17, this made it appear that the evidence was still in the analyst's custody 
even though the analyst was no longer an HFSC employee and the item was located in the evidence lockers. B. The 
exact date and time of the original transfer to the evidence lockers cannot be known since it was not documented at 
the time by the analyst.  Therefore the date/time of the additional COC transaction used to show that the item was in 
fact located in the evidence lockers will inherently be inaccurate, although it best represents the approximate 
date/time that it was confirmed to be in the evidence lockers.      2016-24575  A. On 1/24/17 at 14:05, the assigned 
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analyst erroneously returned Item #9 to the "Audio Video Section - ANALYST NAME" physical storage location instead 
of the "Audio Video Section - Evidence Lockers" storage location.  As of 3/10/17, this made it appear that the 
evidence was still in the analyst's custody or in a certain designated area of the Evidence Lockers that belonged to the 
analyst even though the analyst was no longer an employee of HFSC.    B. The COC entry made to correct the storage 
location of this item was correct and there is no resulting nonconformance. 

 

Actions Taken: 

2016-10505  A. After determining that evidence items 28-32 and 49-50 were not in the evidence lockers and had 
most likely been released to an investigator in the case, the Supervisor sent the Deputy Administrator (LIMS 
Administrator)an email requesting that he research to confirm if and when the items had been released and to which 
investigator.  Based on past experience and knowledge of this case, the supervisor made two COC entries on 3/10/17 
and dated 3/10/17 to reflect that the evidence was returned to an investigator.  After receiving the email on 3/10/17 
from the Supervisor noting the incorrect custody status of Items 28-32 and 49-50, the Deputy Director (LIMS 
Administrator) researched HPD's RMS system to determine if and when the items were released from the unit and to 
whom.  After reviewing HPD RMS Supplement 072 for this case, he determined that a specific HPD investigator had 
picked up these items from the AV Unit on an unknown date on or before September 1, 2016, the date he returned 
them to the Property Room.  On 3/11/17, this information was forwarded to the Supervisor to assist her with 
ensuring the chain of custody transactions were as correct as possible in LIMS considering the limited documentation 
available.  B. On 7/6/17, at the instruction of Quality, the Deputy Director (LIMS Administrator) removed the two 
incorrect transfers that the Supervisor had added and added a final entry for "End of Chain of Custody" including a 
comment to reflect the items were released to the investigator per his HPD RMS supplement and removed the two 
COC entries made by the Supervisor dated 3/10/17.  Email communications regarding these corrections were added 
to the Correspondence section of the case record.     The unit supervisor has been directed that in the future, she is to 
ensure that Quality is notified first before attempting to correct any COC records that may be in error.  She was also 
directed and understands that evidence must be verified either visually or via documentation to be in a specific 
location prior to it being transferred.    2017-01254 A. After receiving an email on 3/10/17 from the Supervisor noting 
the incorrect storage location, the Deputy Director (LIMS Administrator) reviewed the LIMS Audit Log and added a 
COC entry for "Audio Video Section - Evidence Lockers" and copied the email into the comments for future reference.   
B. On 7/6/17 the comments were changed to: "DEP DIR NAME 3/11/17: Added to update COC from AV Personnel 
ANALYST NAME, who was no longer employed by HFSC, to AV Section Evidence Lockers, where the evidence was 
located."  Email communications regarding these corrections were added to the Correspondence section of the case 
record.  On 7/27/17 the Deputy Director (LIMS Administrator) personally verified with the Supervisor present that the 
concerned items were in fact in the unit's evidence lockers.  2016-24575  A. After receiving an email on 3/10/17 from 
the Supervisor noting the incorrect storage location, the Deputy Director (LIMS Administrator) reviewed the LIMS 
Audit Log, corrected the COC entry to "Audio Video Section - Evidence Lockers", and copied the email into the 
comments for future reference.   B. On 6/30/17 the comments were changed to: "DEP DIR NAME 3/11/17: Corrected 
from AV Section ANALYST NAME to AV Section Evidence Lockers."  In addition, he deactivated two AV Section analyst 
specific locations so that this could not happen in the future.  Email communications regarding these corrections 
were added to the Correspondence section of the case record.  Per RMS Supplement #0032, on May 16, 2017, an 
HPD investigator had custody of and reviewed this evidence. 

Summary of Root Cause Analysis: 
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A. The casework analysts (no longer employed by HFSC) failed to follow policy/procedure and document COC 
transactions correctly in LIMS at the time the items were transferred.   B. In an effort to accurately update the COC to 
reflect the final location of the items at that time, COC entries were entered by the Supervisor and Deputy Director 
(LIMS Administrator).  Some of these entries were inaccurate.  Both supervisors were unaware that a generic custody 
location "Quality - End of Chain of Custody" should be used in these instances.  See below for specifics in each case.  
2016-10505 A. The analyst did not enter the COC transaction when evidence was released from his custody to the 
investigator.  The analyst is no longer employed by HFSC and cannot be interviewed to determine why it was not 
documented in LIMS.   B. Having not been aware that a final chain of custody location had been generated by Quality 
for this purpose, the Supervisor attempted to make the final COC entry more accurate by making COC entries to 
reflect that the evidence was no longer in the evidence lockers but had been released to the investigator.  However, 
due to the LIMS COC workflow requirements, the Supervisor was required to make an entry that she took custody of 
evidence in order to show that it was in fact released to an investigator, causing the COC to still be inaccurate. In 
addition, the date and time of the final release to the investigator was unknown, and the comments for the release 
transaction were insufficient to explain when those items were most likely released and to which investigator. The 
Quality Division asked why the transfers were made to correct the chain of custody when the location of the evidence 
had not been verified.  There was no response given for this question.  After discussing further with the supervisor, it 
is apparent that the supervisor did not notify Quality of the incorrect custody record because she genuinely believed 
she was making the COC entry as accurate as she could at the time by getting it to the final location where she 
anticipated the evidence was located based on her experience and knowledge of how evidence is returned to 
investigators.  She reviewed the RMS supplements with her supervisor and she inferred that same conclusion.  She 
knew that if the evidence was determined to not be in that location, she would request that IT make a final correction 
to the COC record.       2017-01254 A. The analyst forgot to enter the COC transaction after transferring evidence from 
his personal custody to the section's evidence lockers. The analyst is no longer employed by HFSC and cannot be 
interviewed to determine why it was not documented in LIMS. B. To update the COC to reflect where the item was 
currently located in the lab, the Deputy Director (LIMS Administrator) removed the item from this analyst's custody in 
LIMS and entered it into the unit evidence lockers location where it was stored.  Because it is not possible to know 
the exact date/time that the analyst returned the item to the evidence lockers before he resigned, the date and time 
of the updated LIMS transaction was used to reflect the approximate date/time the item was determined to be in the 
evidence lockers.   2016-24575 A. It appears that the analyst was confused and accidentally put evidence into his 
individual part of the evidence lockers instead of the section evidence lockers as a whole. The analyst is no longer 
employed by HFSC and cannot be interviewed to determine why the error occurred.   B. RCA is not necessary for this 
specific update to COC as it served to correct the COC location and did not change the date or time it occurred. To 
specify in the COC where the item was located exactly, the Deputy Director (LIMS Administrator) correctly updated 
the item COC in LIMS from the incorrect specific personal storage location used by the analyst to show the overall 
evidence lockers location. 

 

Additional Information/Follow-Up: 
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The chain of custody errors were caught when a Quality Specialist was reviewing a chain of custody correction from 
the 2017 Forensic Multimedia Internal Audit. 

 

Section Manager: Ryan Johnson  
Date: 9/28/2017 

Division Director: Jerry Pena  
Date: 9/28/2017 

 

 

Quality Director: Lori Wilson  
Date: 9/29/2017 


